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Seeing the Sights in Seattle —Coming Up!
Enclosed is the long awaited Registration Form for our trek to the
Northwestern part of continental USA. We have been looking forward to this
May 27-31, 2012 TAC Tanker Reunion ever since it was voted upon in San
Antonio back in May 2008—4 years ago! Having been to the city of Seattle
twice, once alone and once with Nate, I found it to be a versatile area with waterfronts, lakes, mountains, historic areas, cultural activities, international districts, and THE Aircraft industry of Boeing. Then of course, it does have some
Navy attractions-ships, etc. too.
While setting up our itinerary, we had hopes of trying to provide as
much variety as possible and to be downtown in the midst of everything. The
prices might have been less expensive near the airport, but we did not want to
have to spend time commuting 12+ miles back and forth to the city daily.
The Renaissance Hotel is very nicely located up the sloping hill of Seattle off
Madison and Fifth, and they offered us the special rate we wanted IF we could
come on the Memorial Day weekend. The amenities are mentioned in the box
of the Registration Form and Horizon Coach Lines/Gray Line Seattle will be
busing us to our points of interest starting out with dinner on Sunday evening
and a 2 hour City Tour on Monday morning —Memorial Day.
There are 9 different tours and again, we are going ala carte so you
pick out your activities. Please read the descriptions for time and cost of
each. When there are several things on one day, we have made it possible
for you to get to and from the hotel if you don’t want both back to back activities. (Example: Go on Tour #2, but not #3 you can ride back to hotel. Go on
#5, but not #6 or go on #6 and not #5—you will be taken either way.)
Now for some last minute web sites to browse for info:
www.graylineofseattle.com– for shuttle service to hotel from airport.
www.aboutairportparking.com/seatac-seattle-for airport parking
www.renaissanceseattle.com –our reunion site
www.argosycruises.com and www.tillicumvillage.com -Tour #3
www.ridetheducksofseattle.com –Tour #5
www.spaceneedle.com—Tour #6 www.museumofflight.org –Tour #8
Now some of the eateries:
www.anthonys.com; www.dailygrill.com;
www.Elliottsoysterhouse.com—Tour #1
www.cuttersbayhouse.com; www.tomdougllas.com (Etta’s);
www.eatatlowells.com; www.pikebrewing.com—Tour #4
www.ivars.net - Tour #7
www.saltys,com/alki—Tour #8
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how to run our country. These are not minimum
wage folks, they are supposed to know what they
As 2011 comes to a close and I sit and con- are doing !
template something profound during this ThanksI am thankful however, for all of you who
giving/Holiday season, these things come to mind.
are
still
with us and faithful to TAC Tankers. I
We have lost several members this year in addihave a great time talking to you on the phone;
tion to spouses and ex-spouses. One member
like Natalie says for "Hours on End," but I guess I
whose death was particularly hurtful to me was
wish
we could go back and relive the good times
Ralph Holt who Natalie and I visited and had
dinner with in March in Seattle last year. He had we had "back then."
lost a leg and was unable to come to reunions and
I am also thankful that we have Lou for
he was SO looking forward to seeing us all in his our V-P who makes us look real good on the web
back yard. Others were no less important, just
site and that the stats on the number of folks gothat they had the opportunity to see all the
ing to church are rising. I hope you are one of
troops.
those who realizes that the only way we are going

President’s Corner

by Nate Hill

Then there are the 3 major college football to survive as a Nation is to pray to our Maker
that he will stand with us. Hope you all have a
programs which have lost their coaches in dislovely Holiday season and a Merry Christmas.
grace. How terrible ! Plus, the fact that the biLove to you all, Nate
partisan committee in D.C. could not agree on
as you celebrate these joyful and happy times, and hopefully
next year will have a brighter outlook for all of us. As this year
Since the last issue of Tanker Tales, we've had sev- comes to a close, we look back at all that the nation has had to
eral holidays that I hope all of you enjoyed. Halloween, with all go through. Devastating weather across large parts of the
the little neighborhood ghosts and goblins ringing the doorbell country, the economic downturn resulting in job losses and
and getting more candy than they need. As if some were not
home foreclosures, and rising costs everywhere.
wound up tight enough already. Thanksgiving Day was the
Makes us wonder how our grandchildren and greatyearly occasion to overeat, watch parades and cheer on our
grandchildren
will deal with what they will be facing in the fufavorite football teams.
ture. Hopefully, they paid attention, watched us listened and
As we get older, staying
learned how our generation shaped the country, and will imawake to have fun becomes a little
prove on it. Sadly, there have been some changes made on
bit tougher, but that's where the
the TAC Tankers website concerning members we lost during
"Power Nap" comes into play. Eat a this year. Sometimes Nate isn't notified until long after the
lot, fall asleep in the recliner, catch
passing, but when he calls with this information, I get it to our
forty winks, wake up and go back for webmaster Crissy so that she can update the pages. She does
seconds. Especially dessert. We're
a terrific job for us and deserves a big thanks for keeping our
allowed to do this once a year, then website current.
it's back to watching the weight, choOn the upside, we still have people posting to the
lesterol levels and blood pressure.
guestbook and we've gotten several new members because of
Veterans Day with bands, parades and speeches,
it. To those who found us and joined, we welcome you and
and the chance to thank all those who served and to be recog- hope to see you sometime at a reunion. Please read the
nized for our service. It was also an occasion for our Northern information about the upcoming Seattle Reunion, and if possiCalifornia group to get together for lunch in Vacaville. We had ble, try to attend. This is the primary purpose for the TAC
a large turnout once again, and in addition to a good meal, we Tankers Association. The newsletter, address book and webexchanged more stories about our time in Tactical Refueling. site are a bonus, but getting together and keeping our contriMost of our group also attend the reunions whenever they can, bution to Air Force history alive is what we are about. Also,
but this gives us the opportunity to see each other more than those of you who are not Life Members, be sure and get your
just once a year.
renewal in the mail so that you continue to receive the newsletter and keep up with what we are doing.
Hanukkah, Christmas and New Years Eve are the
holidays for December, and I want to wish everyone the best

Vice President’s Corner

by Lou Chapman
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Life Members
Peter “Jim” Schmidt, Largo FL-429, 431
Gene Van Houten, Robinson IL 421
New Members
John Womack, Hickory NC-427

Letters Received from New Members
John Womack (September 2011)
Served in the USAF from 1956-1976, retiring as a Major, a Master Navigator, and a
graduate of the Air War College. He completed
three tours in SEA, two of them directing B-52
bombing raids known as Arc-Light. He launched a
Titan II ICBM from Vandenberg AFB, Known as
“Giant Train.” He has published two books about
his Air Force experiences.
John has a Master’s in Business Administration, and since retirement has taught business-related courses in colleges in three states
over 24 years. He also worked with the State of
Florida as a Budget Director in Dept. of General
Services in the Dept. of State, and the Supervisor
of Accounting Services in the Comptroller’s Office.
Since moving to North Carolina, he has
taught photographic art for more than 20 years,
presented lectures and exhibitions throughout
western N.C. Now he maintains a photographic
art studio in Hickory, an on-line presence with web
page and he blogs and writes. He and his wife
have five children and six granddaughters.
Gene Van Houten (November 2011)
Prior to my assignment to the 421st, I was
in the 3rd Strategic Support Sqdn for 11 1/2 years
as a flight engineer on the C-124A type aircraft.
Then spent 2 years at McGuire on the C-135A & B
as FE. Then to Yokota for only one year.
Had a humanitarian assignment back to
Scott AFB, got out of flying and worked as a Line
Chief. Went to DaNang, Viet Nam on HU16 type
then retired after 21 years. Retired a couple of
more times and now my bride, Dora Mae (of 59+
years) and I manage a senior retirement center.
Peter “Jim” Schmidt (November 2011)
Joined the 429 in 1955. Spent 6 months
at San Antonio in 1956 then transferred to 431 in
March 1957. Was crew chief of the KB29 and
KB50J (#9367 & 8658); Went TDY until June
1962 to Alaska; Lajes, Azores; Ankara, Turkey;
Suez, Egypt; Hickam, Hawaii; Copenhagen Denmark; and Neubeberg, Germany (Munchen). Also
spent time at Nellis, Edwards, and back to Langley in 1959 until 1962. Oversaw the conversion of
the first KC-135 from January to May 1959.

The Board Chairman’s Corner
By Bill Wolford
. Season's greetings to all fellow tankers. Hope you all had
a wonderful Thanksgiving as we did. Our church and the
neighboring Catholic church delivered 475 meals to shut-ins
and fed another 30 at our church. A real community effort
which we do each year. We had eighteen for dinner at our
house afterwards, friends and family.
We are praying for a healthy and happy Christmas
and New Year. We wish this for each of you and your families.
We are already looking forward to next year's reunion and
have already made our reservations. Hope that as many as
possible will be able to make it to our beautiful northwest as
this will be an election year. Natalie has a great program lined
up for us once again with many activities and lots of good food.
I, for one, just enjoy seeing you all.
Please keep our family in your prayers as my son-inlaw and sister have serious medical problems. 2012 will be
one of the most important elections in our history. I hope each
of you will make great efforts to influence your families and
friends to vote and get our country back to the ideals of our
Founding Fathers. We have so much to be thankful for. Our
country has always been unique in the world with the greatest
amount of freedom and personal liberty of any nation that's
ever existed throughout history. From the beginning there
have been those that wanted to change it, from both within
and without the country. God bless America and each and
every one of you and your families.
Bill

Great Books About WWII
(Sent to us by new member Gene Van Houten).
For those of you who are WWII history buffs, here
are some great, factual books:
HELL HAWKS (335 pages) by Robert F. Dorr and Thomas
D. Jones is a fantastic history of the pilots who flew and the
support folks involved with the P-47s in Europe.
MI SSION TO BERLIN (156 pages) by Robert F. Dorr details the missions of B-17 crew members during the great
war. Be aware that these books are very graphic in places
and as you read them, sometimes you may feel like you are
one of the crewmembers.
Bob also wrote a book called AIR FORCE ONE (156
pages), and details all aircraft associated with transporting
our presidents which goes back to the very early days. He
told me the Air Force One book was sort of like a “coffee
table book.” If interested here’s the contact info. For personal service and/or signed copies, order direct from him.
Robert F. Dorr
3411 Valewood Dr.
703-264-8950
Oakton VA 22124
robert.f.dorr@cox.net
As a matter of info, Bob is a retired AF pilot. I have all
three books. Hell Hawks is signed by both authors and the
other two signed by Bob.
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Bessette comment: I checked my files for the 420th, as
well as the unit histories, but could find no reference to
this feat, although I did see reference to Capt Edward L
Price as one of the aircraft commanders whose crew parFifty-one Hookups in Thirty Minutes?
ticipated in the ground refueling support to United NaThe following tale comes to us via an article in the Sum- tions forces in the former Belgian Congo in early 1963.
mer 2011 issue of the Air Force Museum Foundation’s
Does any 420th type out there remember Ed Price and
quarterly, the “Friends Journal.” In an article by CMSgt
this refueling incident? If so, contact me for a possible
Tom Perry, USAF (Ret), he recounts, “One April morning, follow-up article.
a long time ago, aircraft commander 1st Lt E. L. Price
None Turning and Two Burning?
[most likely Edward L Price] of the 420th Air Refueling
Squadron was orbiting his KB-50J at assigned altitude,
In the Fall 2011 edition of the Friends Journal a reader
awaiting his first customers of the day.” The plan was to
named Dave Menard replied to the previous article, inconduct intensive refueling training for some USAFE
cluding his KB-50 recollections. Dave is a noted aviation
fighters (unit not noted), but the first batch cancelled out.
researcher and historian, as well as a retired USAF NCO
Lt Price saw that he had to burn off excessive fuel before maintenance guy who had been stationed at Hahn AB,
Germany, in the 1960s. Dave mentioned an occasion
he could land, so he was boring some holes in the sky
then when a KB-50 was to do a fly-by over either Wies(probably over or near England). Meanwhile Capt R W
th
Smith of the 47 Bombardment Wing at RAF Sculthorpe, baden or Rhein-Main AB, Germany, with an F-100, RFflying a B-66 in the vicinity, had just been advised that his 101, and B-66 simulating being refueled.
landing there was delayed because of a runway obstrucHe says the receivers did not show up, so the pilot detion. He needed fuel, so he was vectored to Price’s KBcided to make a pass down the runway anyway. He di50. Once they hooked up, Smith asked for a few thourected the engineer to feather all four recips, and made a
sand pounds. Price replied that Smith could take as
pass with all four caged and the two J47 jets “screaming.”
much as he wanted, since his scheduled customers were
Dave states that the USAFE commander was present,
no-shows. “’Incidentally,’ Price said, ‘how about a fast
and wonders whether “the pilot is still a recruiting officer
two-hundred?’”
up in the Yukon Territory!”
The article notes that this number of rapid-refueling hookBessette comment: I checked this one in the 420th unit
ups was not unusual for a flight of fighters, but the B-66
histories also, but not surprisingly found no record of this
responded more slowly at its lower refueling speed than
alleged flypast. So I asked Nate Hill what he thought of
fighters did. The best that anyone could recall had been
it. He told me that back in the late 1950s he was a copi38 hookups in one hour, done a few years earlier over
lot on a 421st crew which did the same thing. It worked;
Hurlburt Field, Florida [most likely 1957 or 1958]. But
the four recips were restarted and all was well. Again my
Price and Smith decided to go for it, given they had nothquestion: Are there any more instances of this interesting
ing else to do before the Sculthorpe runway would reflyby variation occurring? Details please.
open. So, after an initial “wet” hookup to genuinely top
off, Smith proceeded to plug-in and break away fifty more
times until it was time to RTB Sculthorpe. Those 51
hookups were done in 30 minutes. As the article then
“Global Reach” Gallery Planned of the National
states, “All of Lt Price’s later receivers showed up as
Museum of the USAF
scheduled. It was a good training day.”
The Museum at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, has announced that it will construct a fourth building to house
three new galleries: Space, Presidential Aircraft, and
Global Reach. The goal is to complete the building in
2014. The Global Reach Gallery will, of, course, feature
airlift and air refueling, the capabilities necessary to project airpower beyond our shores as necessary.

Historian’s Corner

By John Bessette

I will be contacting the Museum staff to make sure that
our contribution to Global Reach, namely our vital role in
the 1950s and 1960s in creating and implementing the
Composite Air Strike Force, will take its rightful place in
that gallery. I have been working with the staff on two
other projects, and I hope to gain their cooperation. Wish
me luck, and look up the Museum on the Web and considering contributing to the new building’s construction
fund.
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Book Review

By Jim “Pappy” Boyington

Freedom a miracle: “Seven
Tipping Points That Saved the
World” by Chris and Ted Stewart
was published in 1999 and is
available on Amazon.com. Chris
served for fourteen years as a pilot
in the United States Air Force,
where he piloted both the B-1B
bomber and rescue helicopters. On
June 3, 1995, he led a flight of two
B-1Bs on a nonstop flight around
the world, setting three worldspeed records in the process, and
received the MacKay trophy for the "most significant aerial achievement of the year."

The margin of victory was so slim, that it was
indeed a miracle that Hitler’s planned invasion of England was called off. A contributing factor in that margin,
(at that critical time when fighter pilots were in extremely short supply) was the volunteer pilots who replaced Royal Air Force pilot losses. They came from all
over the British Empire, Poland, France, Canada and the
United States just to name a few.

RAF Fighter Commander-in-Chief, Hugh
Dowding had envisioned a complete air defense system.
He had fought the politicians, the Air Staff, and a meager
budget to staff and equip the minimum force necessary
to defend the British Islands. The strategy and tactics he
devised were to maximize damage to bombers and their
crews and engage with as few fighters as possible, thus
concealing the strength of his force. Radar, the secret
weapon he had championed allowed him to personally
direct individual squadrons to meet the attackers.
The book reviews on Amazon convinced me it is a Fighter Command became operationally ready just in
time to cope with the German Air force though outnummust have book.. The authors claim “As few as five perbered 2:1 in fighters. All the while defending against as
cent of all the people who have ever lived have enjoyed
many as a thousand bombers during the course of a day.
‘freedom’ and have lived under conditions we recognize
as free”. They maintain seven historical events stand out Pilots had to fly as many as five sorties. Most of us are
when darkness could have extinguished the hopes of hu- familiar and Winston Churchill’s quote of August
20,1940 “Never in the field of human conflict was so
manity and further delayed mankind’s reach to be free.
Much of their historical research convinces them that the much owed by so many to so few.”
strife for human progress has included a large measure
While France was rapidly failing it made reof intent and basically was a struggle between good and
peated
demands
for more fighters. Churchill engaged in
evil. Religions with a philosophy of “Do Unto Others”
shuttle diplomacy between London and Paris and was
while not always perfect is long on the side of “good”. Of
sympathetic to their cries for help. He insisted on sending
the seven occasions they selected to illustrate their themore squadrons to France. Dowding fought hard to retain
sis, the seventh chapter, “The Battle of Britain” was of
his force. On May 15, 1940, he directly confronted Churparticular interest to me. Prior to the United States entering the war, volunteers from many countries joined the chill, and laid his job on the line.
Royal Air Force, little realizing the immense struggle
they were facing. Some were Americans.
After Pearl Harbor, when the U.S. had declared
war, many of these volunteer pilots who were U.S. citizens were “inducted” into the 334th, 335th and 336th
squadrons that formed the 4th Fighter Group of the
fledgling Army Air Corps. It has been my good fortune to
have served in the 336th Tactical Fighter Squadron.
(currently these squadrons fly the F-15E and frequently
deploy to the Mid-East). I just had to dig further into the
references the authors quote and learn more of the origin
of the my former unit. Most of us are familiar with
Winston Churchill’s famous quote, “Never in the field of
human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few.”

Within days, Dowding was able to convince the
War Ministry that wasting the few aircraft and pilots
under his command in a futile attempt to turn back the
German war machine would result in paving the way for
an invasion of England itself. The key to survival was to
assure replacements for aircraft and pilot losses kept up
with the pace of war. His sound advice was ignored by
the Air Staff and by Churchill. Victory was achieved in
spite of this blunder. The German Air Force was not able
to measure the true strength of the RAF. That resulted
in their continuing to engage while suffering unsustainable losses. The hard fought engagements between 10
May and 15 September, 1940 proved Dowding right. Hitler cancelled the planned invasion Freedom won.

Bits and Obits

We received an email from the sister of William (Charlie) Brown who passed
away April 30, 2011, in Lakewood Ranch, FL. He died from a blood clot because of a broken leg (fell off a
ladder helping a neighbor) Charlie was only 70 years old and a Life member from the 429th. His sister
Penny knew that he would want you all know the news. She said that he regaled her with storied of the
KB50 Refueling Tanker and crew many times over the past 50+ years. She still has the patch of the Red
Drop of Fuel filling a plane with a hypodermic needle she received from him when she was 8 years old..
Jack McCall, 421,431, lost his battle with Lung Cancer in September this year. He had a broken
hip to be repaired and that is when they discovered the cancer. Word came to us from Anne Mills.
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Mo-Zee” (Mobile Zebra) - The Midway
Episode -Part II
By MSgt Joe Brosnan, USAF (Ret)427th AREFS
CONTINUED FROM THE JUNE ISSUE….
The Navy tied down the aircraft with a bit of help from
Joe. It was a strange machine to them, and Joe wanted to
make sure his charge was properly bedded down. When
he was finished, the refueling operators had waited so
they could all walk over together to the Club. The crew
chief wasn’t yet satisfied and would meet the crew there
later. The area was well lit, so they followed the glow
behind the buildings and arrived there in a couple of minutes. They received a warm welcome from the maître d’
and pretty soon the crew were enjoying their ad hoc supper. A movie began playing. It was an old one.

made a mistake somewhere along the line and he wasn't
going to arrive anywhere without help. They reached the
plane moments later and Joe reached up inside and
grabbed his briefcase.
The jeep sped to operations where a table had been set
up. Charts were laid out and it was close. The engineer
looked up and said, “If we have any power loss it’s anybody’s guess. We’re heavy and it’s a hot muggy night. I
suggest a rolling take off. If we hit the strip at about fifteen knots, from there to rotation looks good, then in
about another nineteen hundred feet we should hit lift-off.
The distance from fifteen k to rotation will fit; it’s a two
degree downgrade.”

“I’m not sure what all that stuff means Sarge, tell me
straight out. Do you see in those charts that we can make
it.” “With a rolling take-off, if we hit the runway at fifPresently a car pulled up, the captain stepped out. He was teen knots, if we’ve got full power, and if rotation is right
on time, we’ll fly; if number two acts up, it’s anybody’s
smiling. “Good news men,” he said. “McClellan has a
guess.” “What do you think about number two, Sarge,
quick-change power-pack engine all built up for number
and straight, what do you think?” was the next question.
two. They’ve pulled it from supply and it’s on its way to
“We ran almost an hour between backfires so far, and we
Travis AFB as we speak. There’s a C-119 Packet at
Hickam ready to fly it here and an engine change crew is shut it down immediately after the last time; so my guess
is that at climb power, if my diagnosis is correct, we
coming with it. It shouldn’t take more than two or three
hours for the change, they said. We should have it in less should be able to count on half to three quarters of an
hour before it happens again, maybe less if that piston
than twenty four hours.”
land is deteriorating.” “So what is the worst case sceThe crew was jubilant. A great cheer went up from every- nario, Sarge?”
one within earshot, Air Force and Navy as well, who by
“Well, we’ve had three backfires, I don’t (Cont. pg7)
now knew the story of the ailing Air Force KB-50. Next
know how many the former crew had, but I’ll take a wag
day, everyone relaxed and enjoyed the attractions of the
at two and figuring that an inch of ring breaks off each
Island. “Might as well relax, we’ll be pretty busy getting
time, that would give us about five or six inches off a pishome once we’re back in commission,” was the feeling.
ton ring that is roughly twenty four inches around. (Pg 7)
3 PM. The Captain called Hickam. Nothing yet, was the
That would give us about nineteen more backfires before
report. 5 PM. the Captain called Hickam. Bad news!
the ring is gone and the backfiring stops. My guess is
The engine had not been off-loaded at Hickam as planned, that we’d blow the stacks off long before that. I’d say
a very unusual error. It was on its way to Tokyo. Once it about four more hours before that rugged engine gives it
arrived in Japan, it would be offloaded and re-manifested up. Best I can do, Captain.”
for shipment back to Hickam. Once there, new arrangeThe door opened and the navigator stepped in to the ops
ments would have to be made for shipment to Midway.
The C-119 would no longer be available. It began to look section. He announced ”The crew’s waiting at the plane.”
“Let’s get goin’” said the Captain. The three went out,
as though they wouldn’t be home, even for New Years.
Might as well relax some more and learn how life goes on hopped in the jeep with the driver, and they were off. At
the plane the Captain said, “No one has to go. All we
at Midway NAS.
need are two pilots, navigator, the engineer and a refuelWhat Next?
ing operator for the mission. I think I can find Hawaii all
8 PM. The crew had eaten at the Navy Mess Hall and
right, but the nav’s got to make the intercept. Anyone
was enjoying the same movie as last night. A jeep pulled else doesn’t want to fly, just step back.” He looked at his
up and Capt. Kostka stood up in it and called out, “Is
crew. The navigator walked to the rear and threw his B4
Sergeant Brosnan here?” Joe stood up and called out,
bag up into the blister, and headed for the forward en“Yeah. Here I am, Captain, what’s wrong?” “Come, get in trance ladder.
and I’ll tell you on the way. Where have you got your
John McKay and Tom Cossi the refueling operators said,
books?” “They’re in the plane, Sir. Do we need them for
something?” “Hurry, get in, I’ll explain on the way.” On "If Sarge says it’ll fly, we’re in." The rest of the crew followed with, "That’s for me.", and headed for their flight
the short ride over to the plane he told the story of a jet
fighter out of reach of any land, needing refueling within positions. In little more than five minutes, the Captain
called the tower and announced, “Six-three ready to taxi.”
the next two hours or he would wind up ditching. It was
In a little more than two minutes, the Captain called the
the plane that had returned the other day with the bad
tower and announced, “Six-three ready to taxi to the ramp
canopy seal. He was headed home, but someone had
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for the two-eight runway.” The tower operator had been
in operations during the planning session and knew the
plan for a rolling take off. He directed the plane to the
far corner of the parking area and gave the O.K. to run
up. The run-up was quick and the pilot requested permission to take off. The tower came back with, “Good
luck, we’re all with you. Cleared for takeoff.”

Just then number two started, Rap-pap-pap-pap-pap-pappap-pap-pap-pap. The engineer pulled the throttle back
while glancing at the engine analyzer which glowed like a
beacon in the darkened cockpit. “Flat secondary,” he said
to himself. Moments later the backfire stopped.
“Secondary normal.”, he repeated to himself.
“Engineer’s report,” came the Captains request.

Inside the aircraft the pilot said to the engineer,” I’ll take
the throttles, when we reach the runway I’ll call for MAX
POWER and you got em’, anything wrong, abort early,
this runway is short.” Engine to Pilot: “Roger, Engineer
ready.” He watched the throttles advance quickly to 30
then 50 inches, then came the call for MAX POWER. He
pushed them up and noticed that number two was over
boosting by almost an inch. He eased the throttle back,
the torque was steady.

“I got it”, was the reply. “Compression was down during
the backfires. I’d bet my retirement pay on a piece of broken ring goin’ out the exhaust valve. If we can get a jug
at Hickam and get it on our engine we might still make it
home.” “How about that?” he asked the crew chief sitting
on the nose wheel door. “I don’t know” answered the crew
chief, “but if we can get a jug at Hickam, I’ll sure give it a
try. I’ve seen the problem before, never saw it happen in
the air, but it sure makes sense.”

Is That a Rooster Tail?
The thousand foot runway lights started whipping by,
three thousand, power OK, airspeed two or three knots
ahead of schedule. Lookin’ good. Four thousand,
“Rotate,” he said in his head and the nose came up. Another thousand, he suddenly realized he was drenched in
sweat. A glance at the airspeed, they were making their
numbers. He heard the word ‘Liftoff’ as all the outside
lights went totally black. Glancing up the panel at the
altimeter, he saw it hadn’t moved. The sweat turned icy
cold. He knew he should be closely monitoring every
twitch of the engines, but the altimeter seemed to have
him mesmerized. It hadn’t budged! Suddenly it jumped
to 60 feet then started steadily climbing, one hundred
and slowly up to two. “Stuck needle,” he breathed as he
loosened his pucker on the seat pack chute.

The crew chief was an old hand, knew his engines inside
and out, but the crew chief position was his first flying
assignment.
“We should have a Tally Ho, I’ve got him
on radar, but he doesn’t seem to see us.” came from the
navigator, referring to the ailing receiver. “He must be
ten thousand feet straight up from where we are.” Then
to the refueling crew: How’re all our lights? Are we all lit
up?” “Like a Christmas tree on the left,” came from Tom
Cossi, the left refueling operator. “Same on the right,”
from John McKay, the right refueler.

“Pilot to engineer.” came over the intercom.
“Engineer, go ahead.” was his answer.
“How’re things back there?” “Everything looking good,
keeping a close eye on two; it hasn’t so much as twitched.
You know, I should have asked you to check with Hickam
about a new jug for number two. They used to have C-97s
coming through there and they used the dash-35 engine;
they might just have a left over cylinder lying around
somewhere.”

“Refueler to Pilot: will do. He’s still up there a bit and
coming down fast, but as light as he is he shouldn’t have
any problem hooking up.”

“Talley Ho! He’s got us. He’s comin’ straight down. He
wanted to know why we’re so low down.” said the navigator. “Did you tell him how lucky he is that we’re here at
all?” asked the Captain.

“No, I figured we’ll have time to talk after he gets hooked
up. Said he’s ‘down to fumes,’ a bit worried I’d guess.”
He scanned the engine instruments carefully. Number
“Pilot to Engineer, let’s have Meto Power.”
four torque meter was jumping around a bit but it
seemed more twitchy than problematic. Number one fuel “Engineer to Pilot, Meto Power,” was the reply.
Refueling would be on the right side, away from number
flow was reading low, but the temperature was right on.
Looked like an instrument calibration problem. One part two engine with McKay operating.
of his brain was trying to remember if it had been low
“Pilot to Refueler: let me know when he’s about a thouwhen they refueled the other day. DAMN! He didn’t
sand feet above us. I’ll nose ‘er over and pick up some
know this airplane at all. BUT THEY WERE FLYING!
extra knots.”

“OK, we’ll check. We just got instructions to proceed to
Hickam after refueling.” “Wow! That’s great.” came over
the intercom from one of the interphone positions in the
aircraft. “Don’t get your hopes up just yet.” cautioned the
Captain, “We’re a long way from Langley and time is
getting shorter by the minute.”
“What I mean is,’ the fat lady ain’t sung yet.” came back.

“Pilot to Refueler: yeah, but he’s having a bad experience
and might be a little shaky. I want to give him every advantage. If there’s any kind of problem, there’s no one
out here tonight to help us.”
“Refueler to Pilot: OK. He’s about a thousand feet above
and coming in fast.”
The Hookup
The Captain nosed the big bird over to about three degrees negative deck angle and almost immediately picked
up about 12 to 15 knots of airspeed. McKay had let out
about 55 feet of hose. With the fighter now in close, some
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engine oil to enter the combustion chamber leading to an
exhaust stack fire. It could even create liquid lock, resulting in destruction of the piston or bent articulating
rod with immediate catastrophic results. “Experience has
proven that throttle retarding is the best procedure and
is the approved reaction in a backfire situation. “The
R4360 P&W engine amounts to seven four cylinder en“Green Light,” said the refueler; simultaneously a green
gines of five hundred horsepower each arranged on a bias
light lit up on the engineer’s panel. “You’ve got fuel pres- to induce air cooling, around a single crank shaft, with
sure,” the engineer informed McKay who flashed a green seven magnetos, fifty six spark plugs, and having the inat the fighter pilot, who saw the drogue was locked on.
herent ability to instantly destruct; but fashioned into a
Less than 30 seconds later he saw an indication on his
tough reliable dependable machine when treated with
main tank and gave the tanker a thumbs-up. The he
respect. However, it doesn’t take mishandling very well.”
leaned back in his seat, knowing he wasn’t going to have
Thoroughly understood, the engine analyzer oscilloscope
to swim the Pacific tonight.
paints a reasonable portrait of the combustion chamber.
The Captain spoke to the fighter pilot, telling him we
The engineer, although not neglecting the other engines,
could nurse him past Hickam for a few hundred miles. A kept the analyzer parked mostly on number two engine,
tanker was coming out of McClellan to meet him and
B2 cylinder, left plug, looking for any voltage deviation.
would pick him up and refuel him so he would have no
The Captain understood that the engineer might call for
problem reaching the coast. “Boy! Was I happy to hear
a power reduction and briefed the fighter pilot that he
that you were still out here!” the fighter jock told the
may have to nose down to maintain airspeed on a mocrew. “If you stop at March AFB, I’ll show you fellas the ment’s notice. Under these conditions they left the safety
best party you’ve ever seen.” “We really appreciate that, of the islands behind and headed across two thousand
but we’re still trying to make to Warner-Robins for
miles of water to the mainland.
Christmas,” said the Captain. “We’ve got a bad jug and
Twenty minutes later the backfire occurred, but this
somehow our new engine got lost in the system, so we’re
time, due to an erratic drop in secondary voltage on the
kind of up the creek right at the moment.”
analyzer, it was anticipated and the incident was less
A three-way conversation continued among the fighter,
dramatic than previously. The tanker and fighter went
refueler and navigator while they continued east at about into cruise descent mode in perfect formation, airspeed
three hundred miles per hour. The Captain checked with was maintained, and the hookup continued uninterevery agency involved as they overflew Hawaii and made rupted. As before, the backfire lasted less than three seca final decision to continue on and not to break off and
onds, power was restored, and the short climb back to
recover at Hickam. They continued eastward as word
refueling altitude took place without incident. Shortly
came through that there were not one, but two tankers
thereafter, they approached drop off point. The tanker
coming out from California. Luck had been with them so nosed over a few degrees to pick up airspeed, the fighter
far; a backup tanker seemed like a good idea.
topped off his tanks, and they bid each other adieu. The
tanker did a one hundred eighty degree turn and reThe Huddle
turned to Hickam.
The engineer had an interphone huddle with the pilot
MO-ZEE: of the multiple recognition lights had been
turned off to lessen the night blindness should the fighter
accidentally depart the tanker’s proximity. The wings
remained lit up as was the right hand drogue. The
fighter had his landing lights blazing. He slipped up
smoothly and hit the drogue smack dead center first shot.

and the crew chief, explaining the worst case scenario
which might occur in their present situation: “So far, if
my analysis is correct, each time a small piece of ring
came loose; it passed out of the cylinder through the exhaust valve, causing the backfires by preventing its closing. This in itself is unnerving, but generally not creating any permanent structural damage. It puts tremendous loads on the crankshaft, prop shaft, intake and exhaust systems, fuel system, and any bolted-on accessories
and other parts. This is why the throttle is retarded first,
reducing the shock to these parts.
“Retarding the throttle, however, also changes the combustion chamber flow pattern which normally aids in directing the debris to the exhaust valve. Thus, the loose
piece may rattle around in the combustion chamber possibly bending a valve stem or peening down an electrode,
on one of the plugs, causing possible detonation, or both
of the plugs, creating a dead cylinder and a rough engine.
It might also penetrate the head of the piston, allowing

On arrival in Honolulu, they found that supply had swept
the cobwebs from the upper shelves in a back room and
had come up with seven possible cylinders for our engine.
Our crew chief Sgt. Hadako selected one, and after a few
minor exterior modifications declared it ready to install
and went to work removing the old one. The Captain and
the engineer made arrangements to have the refueling
tanks drained and flushed so they could carry sufficient
Av-Gas for a non-stop trip home. The Captain arranged
for fuel for a flight from Hickam to Warner-Robbins, an
amount that staggered the ground refueling crew even
though they were accustomed to delivering gas to transocean travellers.
The pilots, navigator, and flight engineer decided to get a
few hours of shuteye in the transient lounge. The refueling operators, who had a fairly easy work load so far,
elected to sleep in the airplane in case the crew chief
needed them for anything. Everyone on the crew could
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MO-ZEE see the possibility of getting home for Christmas rising once more to the surface. There was no word
on the whereabouts of the missing engine.
The Hickam-to-Robins Dash
Shortly after nine p.m. Cossi entered the transient lounge
and spotted the flight engineer sleeping in a plush chair
with his feet up on a magazine rack. Cossi went over and
shook him. He was on his feet in an instant, rubbing his
eyes and pointing to a room in the rear. It was somewhat
darker than the lounge and easier to get to sleep in but
somewhat stuffier, Joe thought. Cossi went in and woke
the rest of the crew.

You just couldn’t keep this crew on the ground. Against
the odds, they were on their last leg toward home. There
were still five thousand miles to go, but if things held together they’d have their “MC” and be home for Christmas. It was now two AM in Macon; in eighteen hours it
would be eight PM when they would arrive home. Pretty
late, but still Christmas Eve. All together without any
communication, every man on the crew crossed his fingers. The long flight home was uneventful. Even number
two engine, which had taken somewhat of a beating,
droned loud and steady hour after hour. The winds were
better than expected and shaved just about an hour off
the flight plan. On the straight-in approach to WarnerRobbins the crew gathered their stuff and were ready to
deplane.

The plane was ready to go! The crew chief had finished up
the cylinder change, rounded up the fueling team, supervised the refueling, run up the engine, and signed off the When they reached the parking ramp, Captain Kostka
malfunction in the log. A heroic accomplishment for such made an announcement on the interphone; “Leave your
a short time.
flight gear where it is. I’ve checked with security and
they’re going to keep a watch on the plane. We’ll debrief
The navigator had commandeered a ramp truck from
after Christmas; I’ll have Operations give you a call on
somewhere and was off to pick up the inflight lunches.
The rest of the crew headed for the plane which now was the reporting time.” “Merry Christmas everyone.”

out of the hangar, standing on the line ready to go, with a Three big cheers went up, one for getting home and one
smiling crew chief standing by the nose wheel, holding
for our crew, and the last and biggest for our Captain who
the damaged piston. He had to show everyone the inch
had snatched a victory from the grimy claws of defeat.
and an eighth piece missing from the top land.
Mobile Zebra * * * * * an Operation flawless from start to
The navigator arrived during the pre-flight inspection
finish!
with the in-flight lunches and a local driver to take the
truck off his hands. Less than an hour after the wake up, (Postscript: Just over a year ago, through the inquiries of Joe’s daughter and an artist, Joe Jones,
they were buckling on parachutes. The flight plan had
Joe found Rudy Kostka alive and well and living in
been filed. Then they climbed on board awaiting clearChesapeake, Virginia ,just across the Chesapeake
ance delivery. It came in about fifteen minutes.
bay from Langley AFB, where the 427th had moved
Engine start, clearance to taxi, and the long taxi from
to from Robins AFB in 1958. He agreed to meet Joe
Hickam over to John Rogers airport took another twenty when Joe was passing through the area enroute to
five minutes. After run-up they taxied out to the end of
Florida. So in October 2010 “We had a grand
the thirteen thousand two hundred foot runway of the
reunion at Ruby Tuesday's in Mechanicville, VA.
Honolulu International Airport, waiting for the tower to
Rudy is ninety and I'm eighty nine and I never
say the magic words; Clear for Takeoff. They didn’t
thought we would have such an opportunity.” Rudy
have long to wait, the call for Max Power, and then they told Joe about the TAC Tanker Association,
were rolling. Rotate: and the nose came up. Lift-Off:
prompting Joe to join and meet up with us at
and the gear came up. Air Speed: and the flaps came
Savannah. A great story, in 1957 and again today)
up.

Last of the Piston Engineers (news from the Air Mobility Command Museum)
Many of the aircraft in our museum have served long useful careers. It’s worth noting
that airlift and tanker people often set major milestones of their own. CMSgt Michael
Reinert, the Air Force’s last piston-engine flight engineer, retired this month from the
Missouri Air National Guard. Reinert joined the service in 1970 and served as a C-97
and KC-97 flight engineer. When the Air Force retired the KC-97Ls he retained on
C-130s. Forty years of service——Thank you, Chief!!!
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JUST A PEEK AT SOME MORE OF OUR ADVENTURES

IVAR’S Salmon House
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